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Abstract
We claimed that Stable Matching problems are the same as problems about stable configurations of Multi-stage Interconnection
Networks (MINs). We solved the Regular and Irregular MINs Stability Problems using the approaches and solutions provided
by the Stable Matching Problem. Specifically we have used Stable Marriage Problem as an example of Stable Matching. Two
algorithms are proposed:—the first algorithm generates the MINs Preferences List in O(n2) time and second algorithm produces
a set of most Optimal Pairs of the Switching Elements (SEs), derived from the MINs Preferences List in O(n) time. Consequences
include new algorithms for finding a Stable Matching between the SEs, an understanding of the difference between MINs Stability
and Unstability problems, Algorithms used for generating the Preference Lists for the MINs, methods, and procedures used for
deriving the Optimal Pairs from the MINs Preference Lists, and solving ties between them.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a Stable Matching problem, the task is to match a number of persons in pairs, subject to certain preference
information. Briefly, each person regards some of the others as acceptable mates and ranks them in order of preference.
A matching is unstable if there are two persons not matched to each other, who would rather be together. The task is
to find a stable matching, i.e., one that is not unstable.
Gale and Shapely [8] first studied this problem. They showed that a Stable Matching always exists if the problem
is a Marriage problem, i.e., if the participants can be divided into two sexes, the men and the women, in such a way
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such a matching. Irving, in [11], gave a linear-time algorithm for the general problem. An introductory treatment of
Stable Matching appears in [21]; a comprehensive treatment may be found in [10].
This paper explores the relationship between Stable Matching and MINs Stability Problem. Mayr and Ashok
proved that the Network Stability problem is NP-complete in general [16,23,24], but when the network is a MIN then
the stability problem becomes equivalent to Stable Matching. Specifically we have used Stable Marriage problem as
example of Stable Matching to solve the MINs stability problem. We have showed the situation in which the MINs
become unstable and how can they prove stable using the Stable Matching approach. We have proposed the algorithms
to solve this problem. Our approach provides better solutions when the instances of Stable Matching have ties or when
issues of deceit are involved. It explores the structure of all stable matching of an instance, as does the work of Gusfield
[9], Irving [12], or Feder [6].
MINs are widely used for broadband switching technology and for multiprocessor systems. Besides this, they offer
an enthusiastic way of implementing switches used in data communication networks. With the performance require-
ment of the switches exceeding several terabits/sec and teraflops/sec, it becomes imperative to make them dynamic
and fault-tolerant [1,4,5,7]. We have used Irregular MINs called as, Hybrid ZETA Network (HZTN) [25], Quad-tree
Network (QTN) [3], Regular MINs Augmented Shuffle-exchange Network (ASEN) [13,14], and Augmented Baseline
Network (ABN) [2] as running examples through the paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the detailed introduction on Interconnection
Networks, Multi-stage Interconnection Networks, and Stable Matching problems. Section 3 provides the methods
(algorithms, preference lists, and optimal pairs) to solve the stability problems of HZTN, QTN, ASEN, and ABN
MINs. Section 4 summarizes the results followed by the future scope and references.
1.1. Motivation and related work and summary of results
In this research paper, we have answered the following questions, which give us the concrete idea of what is
happening in the paper.
• What problem we have solved? We have solved the regular and irregular multi-stage interconnection networks
(MINs) stability problem using the approaches and solutions provided by the stable matching problem. Specif-
ically we have used Stable Marriage problem as an example of Stable Matching to solve the MINs stability
problem henceforth we have showed the stability of various networks that has been done using Stable Matching
approach to produce a set of most optimal pairs.
• Why the problem is not already solved or other solutions are ineffective in one or more important ways? The
approach that has been followed by us is a new dimension of providing the solution to the stability of networks
via the mechanism of Stable Matching. Initial research has been done in the above field yet no considerable effort
has been forwarded in the above aspect henceforth our solution provides a unique mechanism by means of which
the stable matched optimal pairs renders the network as stable.
• Why our solution is worth considering and why is it effective in some way that others are not? The challenge one
faces with the earlier approaches is that they provide a way of solving the stability problem however not providing
any information about the most suited path in case of fault occurrence. Our solution provides a mechanism of fault
tolerance henceforth at every stage we are aware of the next best stage that can be seen using the preference table
and the destination most viable can be reached by knowing the optimal pair list.
• How rest of the paper is structured? The entire paper has been formatted in a very well structured manner not only
giving a brief idea about the basics of Stable Matching but MIN’s as a whole. It is followed up with the networks
(MINs) and a brief description of them. It also states the problem and the approach that we are following in
order to solve them. The solution is provided in a schematic as well as a diagrammatic form to explain every step
involved in the solution phase of the problem. We even provide the concluding comments as well as scope for
further research.
• What we did? After looking at the networks for MINs, we decided to check its stability using the Stable Matching
Algorithm. We took the Stable Marriage Problem as our base for the whole problem and then prepared a prefer-
ence list for every possible switch in the network. After that, we found the most stable, the most preferred pair
and the most stable pair for the switch. This gave us the idea about the path that will be followed in the ideal
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multiple connections in the network so it is not necessary that the route will always be followed based on our
pair but if followed then it will be the most ideal condition of the network and it will be most efficient use of the
network.
• How our solution will work? Suppose we get a source and the destination then we will follow the path of the most
stable pair from one level to the other after looking at our pairs list. Let us assume a condition that one of the SE
gets faulty, and then we will go back to the preference list table and find the next most preferred pair and move to
the next level accordingly. Our solution is just another approach to comment upon the stability of the network.
• How we tested our solution? We have tested our solution theoretically and for many source destination pairs. Until
now no related work has been done, so we cannot compare it with any other work.
• What is the result? The regular MINs are highly stable in comparison to the irregular MINs as the neglected pairs
(pairs those who are not able to find any stable match) are 0 in the case for regular ASENs and ABNs. Therefore,
they are highly stable according to the Stable Matching algorithms. On the other hand, the neglected pair in case
of QTNs is low in comparison to the HZTNs. Therefore, from here we can say that the irregular QTNs are more
stable than the irregular HZTNs. So in brief, we can say that the regular MINs are highly stable than the irregular
MINs.
2. Preliminaries and background
2.1. Stable matching
An instance of Stable Matching (also called Stable Roommates) consists of a set of persons, each of whom regards
some of the others as acceptable mates, and ranks them in decreasing order of preference. For our purposes we may
assume that acceptability is, mutual—x is acceptable to y if and only if y is acceptable to x. A matching is a pairing
of some or all of the persons. A matching may be unstable in three ways—two unmatched persons may find each
other acceptable; a matched person may prefer an unmatched person to his current mate; or two matched persons may
prefer each other to their current mates. A matching that is not unstable is said to be stable.
An instance of Stable Matching is an instance of Stable Marriage if the persons can be divided into two sets, the men
and the women, so that the acceptable mates of each person are all of the opposite sex. An instance of Stable Matching
is an instance of Complete Stable Matching if there is an even number of persons and each person is acceptable to
everyone else. Similarly, an instance of Stable Marriage is an instance of Complete Stable Marriage if there are an
equal number of men and women and each person is acceptable to every person of the opposite sex.
The size of an instance of Stable Matching is the sum, over all persons x, of the number of persons acceptable to x.
The most common tasks associated with an instance of Stable Matching are to determine whether a Stable Matching
exists and to construct one if possible. Other tasks might include counting and enumerating all stable matchings of a
given instance.
We are using the following scenario for showing the fundamental of Stable Marriage problem is defined as follows:
We are given N men and N women and each man ranks each woman from 1 to N and each woman ranks each man
from 1 to N . A set of marriages is always being a one-to-one correspondence of men to women. However, if there does
not exist an unmarried pair both preferring each other to their current partners, then we say that this set of marriages
is stable otherwise it is unstable. Before giving an example, we shall denote Mj (Wj ) to be Man j (Woman j ). The
texts explain here is almost taken from [27].
Example 1. Consider the following case:
M1 1 2 3 4 5 6 W1 1 2 3 4 5 6
M2 2 1 3 4 5 6 W2 2 1 6 3 4 5
M3 3 1 2 3 4 5 W3 3 2 1 4 5 6
M4 4 5 6 3 1 2 W4 4 3 6 5 2 1
M5 5 6 4 3 2 1 W5 5 4 3 2 1 6
M6 6 5 1 2 3 4 W6 6 5 4 3 2 1
Man’s ranking Woman’s ranking
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stable because each man has got his first choice, and each woman her first choice as well.
Condition for Unstability: The set of marriages ((M1, W1), (M2, W1), (M3, W3), (M4, W4), (M5, W5), (M6, W6))
is not a stable one because there exists a man, namely M1, and a woman, namely W1, who prefer each other to their
present partners; M1 prefers W1 to W2 and W1 prefers M1 to M2.
2.2. Interconnection networks
Interconnection networks make a major factor to differentiate modern multiprocessor architectures. They can be
categorized according to a number of criteria such as topology, routing strategy, and switching technique [22]. Inter-
connection networks are building up of switching elements; topology is the pattern in which the individual switches
are connected to other elements, like processors, memories and other switches.
Direct topologies connect each switch directly to a node, while in indirect topologies at least some of the switches
connect to other switches.
Using switching technique as a criterion one can mention some classes:
Definition 1. Circuit Switching, in which the entire path through the network is reserved before a message is trans-
ferred.
Definition 2. Packet Switching with virtual cut ‘through, in which a packet is forwarded immediately after it deter-
mines an appropriate switch output.
Definition 3. Wormhole Routing, which relaxes requirements of completely buffering of blocked packets in a single
switch, typical for packet switching? Wormhole routing is currently the most popular technique in commercial parallel
machines.
The networks can be classified as static or dynamic. Static interconnection networks are mainly used in message-
passing architectures; the following types are commonly defined:
1. Completely-connected Network.
2. Star-connected Network.
3. Ring of Processors.
4. Mesh Network: Each processor has a direct link to four/six (in 2D/3D) neighbor processors. An extension of this
kind of networks is a wraparound mesh or torus.
5. Tree Network of Processors: Communication bottleneck which is likely to occur in large configurations can be
alleviated by increasing the number of communication links for processors closer to the root, which results in the
fat-tree topology, efficiently used in the TMC CM5 computer. CM5 could be also an example of indirect network
topology.
6. Hypercube Network: this is a multidimensional mesh of processors with exactly two processors in each dimen-
sion. An example of such a system is the Intel iPSC/860 computer.
Dynamic interconnection networks implement one of three main alternatives:
1. Bus-based Networks—the simplest and efficient solution when the cost and moderate number of processors are
involved. Its main drawback is a bottleneck to the memory when number of processors becomes large and a single
point of failure. To overcome the problems, sometimes several parallel buses are incorporated [26]. The classical
example of such machine is the SGI Power Challenge computer with packet data bus.
2. Crossbar Switching Networks, which employ a grid of switching elements. The network is nonblocking, since the
connection of a processor to a memory bank does not block the connection of any other processor to any other
memory bank. In spite of high speed, their use is limited, due to nonlinear complexity (O(p2),p—number of
processors). They are applied mostly in multiprocessor like Cray YMP and in multiprocessors with multilevel
interconnections.
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extremes. A typical example is the omega network, which consists of logp stages, where p is number of inputs
and outputs (usually number of processor and of memory banks). Its complexity is O(p logp), less than for the
crossbar switch. However, in the omega network some memory accesses can be blocked. Although machines of
this kind of interconnections offer virtual global memory model of programming and ease of use they are still not
much popular. Example BBN Butterfly, at present IBM RS6K SP incorporates multi-stage interconnections with
Vulcan switch.
2.3. Multi-stage Interconnection Networks (MINs)
MINs consists of multiple stages of SEs. Popular among them is a class of regular networks which in their basic
form, consist of logm N stages of m × m SEs connecting N input terminals to N output terminals. They can also
be built using large SEs and correspondingly have less number of stages, with similar properties. There exist many
different topologies for MINs, which are characterized by the pattern of the connecting links between links between
stages. The omega network maintains a uniform connection pattern between stages, known as perfect shuffle; many
other min have non-uniform connection pattern between stages. The minimum requirement of any of these networks
is to provide full access capability, which means that any input terminal of the network should be able to access any
output terminal in one pass through the network.
MINs differ in the interconnection pattern between stages, the type, and operation of individual SEs and the control
scheme for setting up the SEs. Example Benes network etc. the topological equivalence of several of these networks
has been established. In MINs data travel through different switches. Hence, these networks have a longer internal
delay as compared to crossbar.
Based upon the topology a Dynamic MIN can be regular, irregular, and hybrid.
Definition 4. Any network is regular if the number of SEs in different stages of the network is same.
Definition 5. Any network is an irregular if the number of SEs in different stages of the network is different.
Definition 6. Any network is Hybrid if the network possesses the regular as well as irregular topology.
In the next section, we are discussing the architecture (in brief) of irregular HZTN and QTN and regular ASEN
and ABN.
2.3.1. Network architecture of Hybrid Zeta Network (HZTN)
A HZTN (shown in Fig. 1) of size 2n × 2n (where 2n are Sources (S), 2n are Destinations (D), n = log2 N and
m = log2(N/4)) is constructed with two identical groups of SEs GN [where (N = 0,1) i.e. G0 and G1], the two
groups are formed based on the most significant bit (MSB) of the source-destination terminals. Thus, half of the
source-destination terminals with MSB 0 falls into the G0 group and the others having MSB 1 fall into G1 group.
Each source and destination is connected to both groups with the help of multiplexers (MUXs) and demultiplexers
(DEMUXs). We represent here the Source (S) and Destination (D) of the MIN in binary code as:
S = sn−1 . . . s1.s0
D = dn−1 . . . d1.d0
The source and destinations are connected to the MUX and DEMUX are as follows: If (sn−2 . . . s1.s0) bits are the
same for the two sources, then these two sources are linked through the same pair of MUX and if (dn−2 . . . d1.d0)
bits are the same for the two destinations, then these two destinations are linked through same pair of DEMUX From
now onwards we will denote the different stages of the network i.e. stage 0, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, stage 4 as
(2m − 4), (2m − 3), (2m − 2), and (2m). The HZTN is regular in 2 stages i.e. stage (2m − 4) and (2m) but irregular
in 3 intermediate stages i.e. stage (2m − 3), (2m − 2), and (2m − 1). The overall topology of HZTN is irregular with
5 stages. SEs pertaining to the two groups with the same number with all the stages, except in the final stages, is
connected to each other through links known as express links, which are used only if the SE in next stage is busy or
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faulty these interconnected switches are called associative (asc) switches. Its circuitry is having in total of (2m+3 − 4)
number of SEs, out of which (2n−1 +4) are of size 2×2 and rest (2n−1 +8) are of size 3×3 all are connected to source
and destination by (2 × 1)2n MUXs and (1 × 2)2n DEMUXs. Each of the stage (2m − 4) and (2m) stage has exactly
(2n−1) switches. Total number of asc switches in intermediate stages i.e. stage (2m − 3), (2m − 2) and (2m − 1) is
(3 ∗ 2n−2). The comprehensive (i.e. topology, construction, routing procedure, reliability, and fault-tolerance) study
of HZTN founds in [17–19].
2.3.2. Network architecture of Quad-Tree Network (QTN)
A 2n ×2n QTN (shown in Fig. 2), is constructed by using two identical groups each consisting of modified double-
tree networks (MDOTs) [3] of size N/2×N/2, which are arranged one above the other. Loops formed by the switches
having the same number in the same stage, which are formed in all the stages except the last one. The HZTN is regular
in 2 stages i.e. stage 0 and 4 but irregular in 3 intermediate stages i.e. stage 1, 2, and 3. The overall topology of QTN is
irregular with 5 stages. SEs pertaining to the two groups with the same number with all the stages, except in the final
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stages, is connected to each other through links known as express links, which are used only if the SE in next stage
is busy or faulty these interconnected switches are called associative (asc) switches. Its circuitry is having in total of
(2m+3 − 4) number of SEs, out of which (2n−1 + 4) are of size 2 × 2 and rest (2n−1 + 8) are of size 3 × 3 all are
connected to source and destination by (2 × 1)2n MUXs and (1 × 2)2n DEMUXs. Each of the stage 0 and stage 4 has
exactly (2n−1) switches. Total number of asc switches in intermediate stages is (3 ∗ 2n−2 − 2) (where 2n are Sources,
2n are Destinations, n = log2 N and m = log2(N/4)). Alternate paths are available for the data from an input port to
reach its final output port selected based on an algorithm [3] that bypasses a faulty or a busy SE. The delay of the
network is directly proportional to the path length encountered on the way to the destination. The comprehensive (i.e.
topology, construction, routing procedure, reliability, and fault-tolerance) study of QTN founds in [3].
2.3.3. Network architecture of Augmented Shuffle Exchange Network (ASEN)
An 2n × 2n ASEN (shown in Fig. 3), is a regular hybrid MIN by its class and constructed using the well-known
shuffle-exchange MIN. The study of shuffle-exchange MIN is attributed to [15,20] briefly an Augmented Shuffle-
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Exchange Network (ASEN) is constructed by adding a stage of 2 × 1 MUX and 1 × 2 DEMUX at the input side
and output side of the switches and by adding chaining links (also know as express link- used for providing the fault-
tolerance and to improve the speed of the network) to connect certain groups of switches within each stage in loops (to
provide an alternate way of routing in each stage). There are several versions of the ASEN, i.e. ASEN-4, ASEN-2 etc.
depending upon the number of switches included in each conjugate loop (e.g. loop containing SE 0 & 2 and SE 1 & 3
in first stage). In this paper, we limit our discussion to ASEN-2, in which the loops contain exactly two switches. The
comprehensive (i.e. topology, construction, routing procedure, reliability, and fault-tolerance) study of ASEN founds
in [13,14].
2.3.4. Network architecture of Augmented Baseline Network (ABN)
An 2n × 2n ABN (shown in Fig. 4), consists of two identical subnetworks each consisting of N/2 sources and
equal number of destinations. Links are provided among switches belonging to the same stage, forming several loops
of switches of size 3 × 3 in all stages except the last one where the SEs are of size 2 × 2, and they are connected to
MUX and DEMUX at the input stage and at the output stage respectively. According to the design and architecture of
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the ABN network the conjugate loop, (e.g. loop containing SE 0 & 2 and SE 1 & 3 in first stage). The comprehensive
(i.e. topology, construction, routing procedure, reliability, and fault-tolerance) study of ABN can be found in [2].
3. Solving multi-stage interconnection networks stability problem using stable marriage
3.1. MINs stability problem
How we can say that MINs become Unstable? Just to answer this question the following facts are to be considered.
MINs provides an easy way through which the information is routed via the specified switches, however it varies
greatly on the type of topology that is used henceforth it may be unstable for many instances. The routing mechanisms
via the switches occur through the path-length algorithm upon the basis of which the shortest path to the destination
is selected. Unstability in any MIN (regular or irregular) may occur if at any instance, a node fails and no alias path is
available for routing through any of the nodes.
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no possible track and leaves the entire network as unstable. As the switches have no dependency, no backtracking
mechanism is available thus if the initial nodes as in Figs. 8, 12, 16, 20, fails the path is deadlocked and the entire
network becomes unstable. The topology of the network has little significance associated with the unstability, as the
network is not fault tolerant in case of failure thus unstability is bound to occur. The switches are unknown of the next
immediate/most optimal path to follow to achieve successful delivery thereby deadlock remains causing unstability.
3.1.1. Conjugation
In this section, we are discussing the conjugation. Here HZTN is taken as the example and the definition given
here is remaining same for all other MINs discussed in this paper. We can see that (refer Fig. 1) each of the switching
elements in a first stage is connected with the source through 1 × 2 MUX. In both the subnetworks (i.e. G0 and G1)
of HZTN, have the conjugate pairs (in stage 1 of Fig. 1, SEs 0–7 forms a conjugate subset; within that subset, SEs 0
& 1 and SEs 4 & 5 are a conjugate pair; and SEs 0 & 2, SEs 1 & 3, SEs 4 & 6, and SEs 5 & 7 forms a conjugate loop).
The HZTN is operational as long as one of the MUX attached with the 3 × 3 SE in first stage is operational and the
conjugate pair in their respective subnetworks is operational [18,19].
3.2. How stable matching is efficient to solve this problem?
As mentioned in the above context due to the unstability of the network becomes less fault-tolerant, which leads to
deadlock situation. To tackle this problem we improvise a mechanism of Stable Matching so as to prevent failure to
occur. Since at every level n = 0,1,2,3 the switches are aware of their immediate neighbors, they choose the best fit on
the basis of the preference list created using the path-length approach from the preference matrix of the specific MIN.
With the application of the Stable Matching approach even in case of the path failure the conjugate pairs are active
based on preference path length and the desired path is accepted. The same is carried forward for the backtracking
approach thus no path is failed at every segment hence even in case of failures of first SEs of each segment there is an
alias path available so that the destination is reached. For example:
Case 1. In Fig. 5 if SE 1 fails then it backtracks with an alternate path to SE 5 and reaches the destination via it with
a path-length of 4 hence successfully transferring data that can be seen from the preference matrix of the switches in
Fig. 6 resulting in keeping the entire network stable as no congestion occurs.
Case 2. In Fig. 9 if SE 1 fails then it backtracks with an alternate path to SE 5 and reaches the destination via it with
a path-length of 4 hence successfully transferring data which again can be seen from the preference matrix Fig. 10
resulting in keeping the entire network stable.
Case 3. In Fig. 13 if SE 1 fails then it backtracks to SE 5 and reaches the destination via it with a path-length of 4
hence successfully transferring data which we can verify from the preference matrix Fig. 14.
Case 4. In Fig. 17 if SE 1 fails then it backtracks to SE 5 and reaches the destination via path-length of 4 hence
successfully transferring data which we verify from the preference matrix Fig. 18 resulting in keeping the entire
network stable.
3.3. Assumptions
Before writing the required algorithm, here are some assumptions, which have to be taken care of. The assumptions
while implementing the Stable Matching algorithm is as follows:
1. No Consideration of the paths from the MUX and DEMUX: When the circuit is being considered on a whole
the calculation of the path length algorithm will be made from the node marked as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and the
distances or paths from the MUXs and DEMUXs shall be neglected.
2. Conjugate Pairs of Nodes in the Network: The circuit thereby consists of segments G0 and G1 the corresponding
alternate pairs of the levels 0, 1, 2 have conjugate roots between them thus the path can be traversed from these
possible routes however it increases the net effective cost involved as it increases the specified path length.
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concept of path length algorithm priority is given to the node by means of which the destination can be reached
in minimum time and cost in comparison to any other node in the entire circuit.
4. Neglecting pairs of the level with minimum number of nodes: Since at the level with number of nodes the amount
of inflowing paths is very high thereby the probability of it selecting the most optimized pair is very low, as it has
multiple out flowing paths to the destination of relatively similar path lengths within the circuit. Hence, they are
neglected.
The sole purpose of choosing the assumptions is solely on the fact that without them the stability of the network
cannot be proved. There are a large number of observable features present in the network that have to be neglected
so as to prove the above cause and likewise we include the assumptions to enhance our effort to provide an efficient
approach in proving the network to be stable. Furthermore, by assuming, we have the broad criteria to define the
constraints under which the network is going to act effectively well and the concept of Stable Matching augmented
well. Our fundamental approach of assuming these conditions is to provide us with an initial approach to lay emphasis
on the key aspect of stability using Stable Matching algorithm. Furthermore, if we do not consider these assumptions
it will leads to NP-Completeness problem.
3.3.1. NP-Completeness
A problem is called NP (nondeterministic polynomial) if its solution (if one exists) can be guessed and verified
in polynomial time, nondeterministic means that no particular rule is followed to make the guess. Thus, finding an
efficient algorithm for any NP-complete problem implies that an efficient algorithm can be found for all such problems,
since any problem belonging to this class can be recast into any other member of the class. As far as the above solution
is concerned the problem of NP-Completeness arises from the fact that the stability of the network can be rendered
from the Stable Matching approach in a polynomial time solution hence the problem is solved. The solution of the
optimal pairs of all the networks as per the algorithm is given above and is produced assuming into consideration of
all the assumptions (refer Section 3.3) otherwise the solution fails.
Applying the concept of Stable Matching, we are rendered with an exact solution to the above problem in a defined
polynomial time expression.
3.4. Algorithm for deriving preference lists from the MINs
In this section, we have explained the procedure to generate the preferences list of the MIN. The algorithm used
here is in the similar lines of the Gale and Shapely Algorithm.
ALGORITHM_PREFERENCE_LISTS
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Inputs: Priority of SEs/Nodes based on shortest path concept of reaching the goal.
Output: Provides a Priority Preference Lists from which the Optimal Pairs are selected.
Precondition: Each list has a collection of only those Switches/Nodes, which they are connected to.
Postcondition: The Optimized Preference Lists is generated.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Stable ← TRUE (No condition of tie occurs with two SEs having the same Priority Pairs)
FOR each Switch SE 1
FOR each Switch SE 2
IF ((SE 1 prefers SE 2 to its existing pair as it has a shorter path length to reach
Destination SE and both are connected)) and
((SE 2 prefers SE 1 to its existing pair as it has a shorter path length to reach
Destination SE and both are connected))
THEN the Switches SE 1 and SE 2 exist mutually in their list.
ELSE IF (If SE 1 and SE 2 have tie for their list elements order them both in their lists)
ELSE (If SE 1 and SE 2 do not have a path amongst each other)
WRITE “SE 1 and SE 2 do not have a Stable Pair”
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END IF
END IF
END FOR
END FOR
WRITE “The Preference Lists is generated”
EXIT
Complexity: The run time complexity of the above-mentioned algorithm (i.e. ALGORITHM_PREFERENCE_LISTS)
is O(n2).
3.5. Reduction of the ties in irregular and regular networks
In this section, we are discussing how to reduce the ties in the irregular and regular networks. After deriving the
preference lists of Irregular and Regular network that has been created based on the patterns described in the previous
section a basic aspect that has borne in mind is that while creating the preference lists there are large number of cases
where tie occurs which means for a specific SE that has to be resolved as it will result in congestion (as two pairs
have the same pair of optimal switches defined in the preference list). Thus in such a case priority is set in such a way
that the switch next in the list is tested for priority with all other switches and case of resolution of this clause it is
allocated to the specific switch/node and if this is not acceptable the procedure is carried on with other switches in the
list and vice versa.
3.6. Deriving optimal (stable) pairs from MINs preferences lists
The algorithm for a solution to a Stable Marriage instance in MINs is based on a sequence of “proposals” from one
Switch to the other based on shortest path length to reach the destination. Each switch proposes, in order, to the nodes
(switches) on his preference lists, pausing when a node agrees to consider his proposal, but continuing if a proposal is
rejected either immediately or subsequently.
When another node receives a proposal, it rejects it if the specified node already holds a better proposal, but
otherwise agrees to hold it for consideration, simultaneously rejecting any poorer proposal that the node may currently
hold i.e. the preference is given to the node which is higher or first in the priority list than any other nodes also specified
later in its specific list.
It is not difficult to show, as in that the sequence of proposals so specified ends with every switch holding a unique
proposal, and that the proposals held constitute a Stable Matching.
Two fundamental implications of this initial proposal sequence are:
1. If SE 1 proposes to SE 2, then there is no stable matching in which SE 1 has a better partner than SE 2.
2. If SE 2 receives a proposal from SE 1, then there is no stable matching in which SE 2 has a worse partner than
SE 1.
These observations suggest that we should explicitly remove SE 1 from SE 2’s list, and SE 2 from SE 1’s, if SE 1
receives a proposal from some node that is better in priority than SE 2. We refer to the resulting lists or pairs as the
shortlists for the given problem instance.
ALGORITHM_SELECTING_STABLE_PAIRS
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Inputs: Preference lists of SEs.
Output: A matching consisting of list of engaged pairs.
Precondition: Each list includes the connection of one SEs with all the other.
Postcondition: A matching is produced which is stable for each SE.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Engaged (SE) ← FALSE
END FOR
WHILE there is a SE which is not engaged
FOR each Switch SE y
IF Switch SE y is not yet engaged
THEN SE x ← highest on SE y list, which is not yet engaged
ADD (SE y, SE x) to the Stable Pair List
END IF
END FOR
END WHILE
Write “List of Stable Pairs”
Complexity: The run time complexity of the above-mentioned algorithm (i.e. ALGORITHM_SELECTING_STABLE_
PAIRS) is O(n).
3.7. Application of stable matching approaches to solve MINs stability problems
3.7.1. HZTN
In this section we have explained the path-length algorithm (which helps in deriving the preferences list) for every
source-destination pair in the levels m = 0,1,2. We apply the algorithm starting from nodes entitled 1,2, . . . ,8 up till
nodes entitled 21,20 . . . ,28, however we are not taking nodes of level 2 in to the consideration i.e. node 21,20, . . . ,28
as they are the destination nodes.
In the algorithm the source and the destination is represented as:
S = sn−1 . . . s1.s0
D = dn−1 . . . d1.d0
The path-length algorithm is as follows: To derive the path-length algorithm for the HZTN we are following variable
as to be assumed: j = Total number of stages, n = Starting source (0) in most cases, m = Number of switches,
d = Destination number, A = Number of states, B = Number of switches in first level G0 or G1, and C = Number of
reflective switch in middle order
Consider here Operator:- ⊗ = Comparator with NOT Gate = for same input, it will give 0 as output and for
different input it will give 1 as output.
ALGORITHM_HZTN_PATH_LENGTH
1. IF {(sn ⊗ dn) + (sn+1 ⊗ dn+1) + · · · + (sj−1 ⊗ dj−1)} := 0
2. THEN Minimum path length for sn = 2
3. ELSE IF {(sn+1 ⊗ dn+1) + (sn+2 ⊗ dn+2) + · · · + (sj−1 ⊗ dj−1)} := 0
4. THEN Minimum path length sn = 2
5. ELSE IF {(sj−1 ⊗ dj−1)} := 0
6. THEN Minimum path length sj = 2 and all
Path lengths  2 are possible
7. ELSE longest path length: = (2m + 1) = 5 i.e. path length = (A+B)
C
= 5
Example 2. Consider the case in which we have to route the data from the Source 0 = 0000 to Destination 15 = 1111.
Therefore, according to the algorithm we have the following calculations that are:
0 ⊗ 1 + 0 ⊗ 1 + 0 ⊗ 1 = 0
Then path-length = 2 and 5 are possible, i.e. in this particular case the path length will be 5 and the specified route
from S = 0000 to Destination = 1111 will be SE 5–SE 11–SE 14–SE 18–SE–SE 26.
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3.7.1.1. Preference lists Refer algorithm explained in Section 3.4 for deriving preference lists for the HZTN. The
SEs in Fig. 1 has been renumbered and put up again in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the preference lists having ties. All ties
have been solved for HZTN.
3.7.1.2. Reduction of the ties Refer procedure explained in Section 3.5. The same is used here to derive the optimal
pairs for the HZTN. However, in case of the above network fault tolerance scheme is provided at level 3 as a situation
occurs of all the switches SE 17 18 19 20 have a priority of the destination switches which already have optimal pairs.
Since the transference from these nodes has been made in such a way that the next possible switch is a destination the
above switches are henceforth neglected.
See Fig. 6 the preference lists for the SE 17 and SE 18 stands as:
SE 17 22 24
SE 18 21 23
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Both the above cases have been rendered in such a method that SE 22 and SE 23 comes in priority 1 of them as such
both can form the optimal pairs. However, SE 2 has SE 22 as an optimal pair thereby it can be neglected.
3.7.1.3. Deriving optimal pairs from the preference lists Refer procedure explained in Section 3.6. The same is used
here to derive the optimal pairs for the HZTN. See Fig. 6 the preference list of HZTN MIN for the switch SE 1 stands
as:
SE 1 21 8 3 23 13 17 22 24 10 14 18 15 19 26 28 16 20 27 25
SE 1 has highest priority been set to SE 21 as such appears first in the priority list and next priority has been set to SE
8 as such appears second and SE 3 as third followed by SE 23 thereby the rest exists as similar pattern.
As we can see in the entire Fig. 6 that SE 3 has specified as:
SE 3 23 10 1 21 14 18 9 13 17 22 24 16 20 25 27 15 19 26 28
Thus the priority of SE 23 is more on the of SE 3 thus the two can exist as a stable matched pair and the set can be
stable thus reduce the above list by eliminating the corresponding SE 23 from the list of SE 1 as someone else (SE 3)
holds a better proposal for the SE 23 to follow the path and reach to its destination.
SE 1 21 8 3–13 17 22 24 10 14 18 15 19 26 28 16 20 27 25 and it becomes;
SE 1 21 8 3 13 17 22 24 10 14 18 15 19 26 28 16 20 27 25
Similarly the nodes SE 17 and SE 22 occur higher in the priority list of switches SE 13 and SE 2 thereby the above
two Switches are eliminated from the list of SE 1 and similarly the final list of optimal set is:
SE 1 21 8 3 10 14 15 19 16
Thus, the final pair becomes SE 1 and SE 19, which is stable in nature. Based on this assumption and analysis Fig. 7
{which shows all the optimal pairs} has been compiled.
Here the path length can be measure in the following manner:
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Fig. 8. The partial cut way part of HZTN.
Table 1
The routing table of HZTN
Routes Path-length
SE 1–SE 21 2
SE 1–SE 9–SE 13–SE 18–SE 21 5
SE 1–SE 3–SE 10–SE 14–SE 18–SE 21 5
Example 3. Refer Fig. 8. Here we just want to route the request from source 0 to destination 0 (i.e. source 0000 to
destination 0000). See the Table 1 for all possible route and all possible path-length.
Explanation: In this example (refer Table 1) we just want to see all the possible paths from the source to destination.
To route a request from a given source to given destination can have possible routes and possible path-length. In this
particular example we have three paths from one source to destination. The first path (SE 1–SE 21) is termed as the
primary path, whereas the path (SE 1–SE 9–SE 13–SE 18–SE 21) is termed as secondary path and finally the path
(SE 1–SE 3–SE 10–SE 14–SE 18–SE 21) is the express path used, when the primary and secondary paths are busy.
The respective path-length at all the paths mentioned are 2, 5, and 5. Since QTN is irregular MIN, therefore the 50%
of the requests are passed at the path-length of 2 and rest at path-length of 5.
3.7.2. QTN
The algorithm for creation of the preference lists is applied based on the path-length algorithm for every source-
destination pair in the levels m = 0,1,2. We apply the algorithm starting from nodes entitled 1,2, . . . ,8 up till nodes
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are the destination nodes.
In the algorithm the source and the destination is represented as:
S = sn−1 . . . s1.s0
D = dn−1 . . . d1.d0
ALGORITHM_QTN_PATH_LENGTH
1. IF {(sn−2 ⊕ dn−2) + (sn−3 ⊕ dn−3) + · · · + (s1 ⊕ d1)} := 0
2. THEN minimum path length of 2, 4, and 5 are possible to be followed in the network.
3. ELSE IF {(sn−2 ⊕ dn−2) + (sn−3 ⊕ dn−3) + · · · + (s2 ⊕ d2)} := 0
4. THEN path-length equal to 4, and 5 are only possible.
5. ELSE path-length of 2l − 1 is possible (where l = level = 3).
Example 4. Consider the case in which we have to route the data from the Source 0 = 0000 to Destination 15 = 1111.
Therefore, according to the algorithm we have the following calculations that are:
0 ⊕ 1 + 0 ⊕ 1 + 0 ⊕ 1 = 0
Then path-length = 2, 4, and 5 are possible. i.e. in this particular case the path length will be 5 and the specified route
from S = 0000 to Destination = 1111 will be SE 1–SE 5–SE 11–SE 14–SE 18–SE 26.
3.7.2.1. Preference lists Refer algorithm explained in Section 3.4 for deriving preference lists for the QTN. The SEs
in Fig. 2 has been renumbered and put up again in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the preference lists having ties. All ties have
been solved for QTN.
3.7.2.2. Reduction of the ties Refer procedure explained in Section 3.5. The same is used here to derive the optimal
pairs for the QTN. See Fig. 10 the preference list for the SE 11 and SE12 stands as:
SE 11 14 17 18 23 24 25 26 9 13 15 16 19 20 21 22
SE 12 14 17 18 23 24 25 26 10 13 15 16 19 20 21 22
Both the above cases have been rendered in such a method that SE 14 comes in priority 1 of them as such both can
form the optimal pairs. So as to resolve the above conflict we have assumed that the SE 11 lays more emphasis upon
considering the switch SE 14 first as it appears before hence it is allocated to it and for switch SE 12, SE 17 comes
in the next order of preference and it is compared to all other members in the preference list in which SE 12 seems to
have more priority over the switch SE 17 than any other switch hence is allocated to it. Thereby we have the optimal
pairs as
SE 11–SE 14
SE 12–SE 17
The same procedure can be and is followed for all such cases in case such a collision occurs and a tie for priority of
switches occurs.
3.7.2.3. Deriving optimal pairs from the preference lists Refer procedure explained in Section 3.6. The same is used
here to derive the optimal pairs for the QTN. See Fig. 10 the preference lists of QTN MIN for the switch SE 1 stands
as:
SE 1 19 5 23 9 15 11 17 13 14 16 18 20 21 22 24 25 26
SE 1 has highest priority been set to SE 19 as such appears first in the priority list and next priority has been set to SE
5 as such appears second and SE 23 as third thereby the rest exists as similar pattern.
As we can see in the entire Fig. 10, that SE 5 has specified as:
SE 5 23 1 19 11 9 15 14 13 16 18 20 21 22 24 25 26
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Thus the priority of SE 23 is more on the of SE 5 thus the two can exist as a stable matched pair and the set can be
stable thus reduce the above list by eliminating the corresponding SE 23 from the list of SE 1 as someone else (SE 5)
holds a better proposal for the SE 23 to follow the path and reach to its destination.
SE 1 19 5–9 15 11 17 13 14 16 18 20 21 22 24 25 26 and it becomes;
SE 1 19 5 9 15 11 17 13 14 16 18 20 21 22 24 25 26
Similarly the nodes SE 17 and SE 13 occur higher in the priority list of switches SE 13 and SE 14 thereby the above
two switches are eliminated from the list of SE 1 and similarly the final list of optimal set is:
SE 1 19 5 9 11 16 18
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Fig. 11. The optimal pairs, which have been short-listed from the QTN preference lists.
Thus, the final pair becomes SE 1 and SE 19, which is stable in nature. Based on this assumption and analysis Fig. 11
{which shows all the optimal pairs} has been compiled.
Here the path length can be measure in the following manner:
Example 5. Refer Fig. 12. Here we just want to route the request from source 0 to destination 0 (i.e. source 0000 to
destination 0000). See Table 2 for all possible routes and all possible path-length.
Explanation: In this example (refer Table 2) we just want to see all the possible paths from the source to destination.
To route a request from a given source to given destination can have possible routes and possible path-length. In this
particular example, we have three paths from one source to destination. The first path (SE 1–SE 19) is termed as the
primary path, whereas the path (SE 1–SE 9–SE 15–SE 19) is termed as secondary path and finally the path (SE 1–SE
9–SE 13–SE 15–SE 19) is the express path used, when the primary and secondary paths are busy. The respective
path-length at all the paths mentioned are 2, 4, and 5. Since QTN is irregular MIN, therefore the 50% of the requests
are passed at the path-length of 2 and rest at path-length of 4, and 5.
3.7.3. ASEN
As we know that the ASENs are regular, networks there is not to give the path length algorithm, as the path length
remains constant on all the routes (may be primary, secondary, or express).
3.7.3.1. Preference lists Refer algorithm explained in Section 3.4 for deriving preference lists for the ASEN. The
SEs in Fig. 3 has been renumbered and put up again in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the preference lists having ties. All ties
have been solved for ASEN.
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Table 2
The routing table of QTN
Routes Path-length
SE 1–SE 19 2
SE 1–SE 9–SE 15–SE 19 4
SE 1–SE 9–SE 13–SE 15–SE 19 5
3.7.3.2. Reduction of the ties Refer procedure explained in Section 3.5. The same is used here to derive the optimal
pairs for the ASEN. See Fig. 14, the preference lists for the SE 10 and SE12 stands as:
SE 10 18 20 9 17 19
SE 12 18 20 11 17 19
Both the above cases have been rendered in such a method that SE 18 comes in priority 1 of them as such both can
form the optimal pairs. So as to resolve the above conflict we have assumed that the SE 10 lays more emphasis upon
considering the switch SE 18 first as it appears before hence it is allocated to it and for switch SE 12, SE 20 comes in
the next order of preference and it is compared to all other members in the preference lists in which SE 12 seems to
have more priority over the switch SE 20 than any other switch hence is allocated to it. Thereby we have the optimal
pairs as
SE 10–SE 18
SE 12–SE 20
The same procedure can be followed for all such cases in case such a collision occurs and a tie for priority of switches
occurs.
3.7.3.3. Deriving optimal pairs from the preference lists Refer procedure explained in Section 3.6. The same is used
here to derive the optimal pairs for the ASEN. See Fig. 14, the preference lists of ASEN for the switch SE 1 stands as:
SE 1 9 13 3 11 15 17 19 21 23
SE 1 has highest priority been set to SE 9 as such appears first in the priority list and next priority has been set to SE
13 as such appears second and SE 3 as third and vice versa. As we can see in the entire Fig. 14, that SE 3 has specified
as:
SE 5 13 9 7 15 11 21 23 17 19
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Thus the priority of SE 13 is more on the list of SE 5 thus the two can exist as a stable matched pair and the set can
be stable thus we reduce the above list by eliminating the corresponding SE 13 from the list of SE 1 as someone else
(SE 5) holds a better proposal for the SE 13 to follow the path and reach to its destination in minimum path length.
SE 1 9–3 11 15 17 19 21 23 and it becomes;
SE 1 9 3 5 7 19 21
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Fig. 15. The optimal pairs, which have been short-listed from the ASEN preference lists.
Similarly, the nodes SE 21 and SE 23 occur higher in the priority list of switches SE 13 and SE 11 thereby the above
two switches are eliminated from the list of SE 1 and similarly the final list of optimal set is:
SE 1 9 3 5 7
Thus, the final pair becomes SE 1 and SE 9, which is stable in nature. Based on this assumption and analysis Fig. 15
{which shows all the optimal pairs} has been compiled.
Here the path length can be measure in the following manner:
Example 6. Refer Fig. 16. Here we just want to route the request from source 0 to destination 0 (i.e. source 0000 to
destination 0000). See Table 3 for all possible routes and all possible path-length.
Explanation: In this example (refer Table 3) we just want to see all the possible paths from the source to destination.
To route a request from a given source to given destination can have possible routes and possible path-length. In the
particular example we have two paths from one source to destination. The first path (SE 1–SE 9–SE 17) is termed as
the primary path, whereas the path (SE 1–SE 3–SE 11–SE 17) is termed as the express path used, when the primary
path is busy. The respective path-lengths at all the paths mentioned is 3 only. Since ASEN is a regular MIN, therefore
it always has a constant path-length on all the routes.
3.7.4. ABN
As we know that the ASENs are regular, networks there is no need to give the path length algorithm, as the path
length remains constant on all the routes (may be primary, secondary, or express).
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Table 3
The routing table of ASEN
Routes Path-length
SE 1–SE 9–SE 17 3
SE 1–SE 3–SE 11–SE 17 3
3.7.4.1. Preference lists Refer algorithm explained in Section 3.4 for deriving preference lists for the ABN. The
SEs in Fig. 4 has been renumbered and put up again in Fig. 17. Fig. 18 shows the preference lists having ties. All ties
have been solved for ABN.
3.7.4.2. Reduction of the ties Refer procedure explained in Section 3.5. The same is used here to derive the optimal
pairs for the ABN. See Fig. 18 the preference lists for the SE 5 and SE 6 stands as:
SE 5 13 15 7 14 16 1 9 11
SE 6 13 15 8 14 16 2 9 11
Both the above cases have been rendered in such a method that SE 13 comes in priority 1 of them as such both can
form the optimal pairs. Therefore to resolve the above conflict we have assumed that the SE 5 lays more emphasis
upon considering the switch SE 13 first as it appears before hence it is allocated to it and for switch SE 6, SE 15 comes
in the next order of preference and it is compared to all other members in the preference lists in which SE 6 seems to
have more priority over the switch SE 15 than any other switch hence is allocated to it. Thereby we have the optimal
pairs as:
SE 5–SE 13
SE 6–SE 15
The same procedure can be and is followed for all such cases in case such a collision occurs and a tie for priority of
switches occurs.
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3.7.4.3. Deriving optimal pairs from the preference lists Refer procedure explained in Section 3.6. The same is used
here to derive the optimal pairs for the ABN. See Fig. 18, the preference lists of ABN for the switch SE 1 stands as:
SE 1 9 11 3 10 12 5 13 15
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Fig. 19. The optimal pairs, which have been short-listed from the ABN preference lists.
SE 1 has highest priority been set to SE 9 as such appears first in the priority list and next priority has been set to SE
11 as such appears second and SE 3 as third and vice versa.
As we can see in the entire Fig. 18, that SE 3 has specified as:
SE 3 10 12 1 9 11 7 14 16
Thus the priority of SE 10 is more on the list of SE 3 thus the two can exist as a stable matched pair and the set can
be stable thus we reduce the above list by eliminating the corresponding SE 10 from the list of SE 1 as someone else
(SE 3) holds a better proposal for the SE 10 to follow the path and reach to its destination in minimum path length.
SE 1 9 11 3–12 5 13 15 and it becomes;
SE 1 9 11 3 12 5 13 15
Similarly, the nodes SE 11 and SE 12 occur higher in the priority list of switches SE 1 and SE 4 thereby the above
two switches are eliminated from the list of SE 1 and similarly the final list of optimal set is:
SE 1 9 3 5 13 15 7
Thus, the final pair becomes SE 1 and SE 9, which is stable in nature. Based on this assumption and analysis the
following Fig. 19 {which shows all the optimal pairs} has been compiled.
Here the path length can be measure in the following manner:
Example 7. Refer Fig. 20. Here we just want to route the request from source 0 to destination 0 (i.e. source 0000 to
destination 0000). See Table 4 for all possible routes and all possible path-length.
Explanation: In this example (refer Table 4) we just want to see all the possible paths from the source to destination.
To route a request from a given source to given destination can have possible routes and possible path-length. In the
particular example we have two paths from one source to destination. The first path (SE 1–SE 9) is termed as the
primary path, whereas the path (SE 1–SE 3–SE 10) is termed as the express path used, when the primary path is busy.
The respective path-length at all the paths mentioned is 2 only. Since ABN is a regular MIN, therefore it always has a
constant path-length on all the routes.
3.8. Comparisons
Based on the analysis of Sections 3.1–3.7 we have made a comparison chart as shown in Table 5. From table it can
be depicted that the regular MINs are highly stable in comparison to the irregular MINs as the neglected pairs (pairs
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Table 4
The routing table of ABN
Routes Path-length
SE 1–SE 9 2
SE 1–SE 3–SE 10 2
Table 5
The comparison of different MINs based on their stability
MIN Number of ties Number of optimal pairs/total
number of switches
Maximum Path-Length Neglected Pairs Status of MIN
HZTN 4 16/28 5 4 Low stable
QTN 6 16/26 5 2 Intermediate stable
ASEN 4 16/24 3 0 Highly stable
ABN 3 8/16 2 0 Highly stable
those who are not able to find any stable match) are 0 in the case for regular ASEN and ABN. Therefore, they are
highly stable according to the Stable Matching algorithm. On the other hand, the neglected pairs in case of QTN are
low in comparison to the HZTN.
4. Conclusions
This paper explores the relationship between Stable Matching and MINs Stability Problem. Specifically we have
used Stable Marriage problem as example of Stable Matching to solve the MINs stability problem. The situations
in which the irregular MINs become unstable have been shown. To counter this problem the appropriate algorithm,
procedures, and methods have been designed using the concept of Stable Marriage. The ties problem of the optimal
pairs have also been solved. The comparison of the MINs based on their stability shows that the ASEN and ABN are
more or less equally stable as the neglected pairs in both the cases are equal. On the other hand, irregular MINs based
on their stability shows that the QTN is more stable as the neglected pairs in his case are low in comparison to the
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regular MINs are more stable as compared to the irregular MINs.
5. Future scope
The algorithms and methods described here can be used to prove the Stability Problems of any numbers of MINs,
having different type of topologies. The NP-completeness as well as the problem of the ties between the Optimal Pairs
of the MINs can be further studied and explored.
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